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FreeFlow’S aim iS to Share inFormation and market 
intelligence to help our cuStomerS in the mma induStry 
grow and proSper.

the dynamicS oF 
a global acrylicS 
buSineSS
no.4



with the conStruction phaSe oF lucite 
international’S (li) brand new alpha 1 
technology Facility now complete, the 
team in Singapore’S attentionS turn to 
commiSSioning and Start-up. 

•  The Alpha 1 operation has been handed over to Lucite   
 International Singapore Limited (LISPL) from main contractor,  
 Foster Wheeler 
•  All the necessary operating permits have been obtained from the  
 Singapore authorities 
•  More than 4.3 million man-hours have been completed on site 
 without a classified injury and management of SHE remains our  
 number one priority 
•  The LISPL team are now engaged in chemical commissioning and  
 preparing for start-up of the new unit.

alpha 1
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With autumn fast approaching, it’s difficult to believe that we 
are already working on our fourth issue of FreeFlow. Lucite 
International (LI) is committed to supporting its customers and 
partners in the Methacrylate sector. Our aim is to share our 
thoughts, address issues and, through FreeFlow and by being 
pro-active in the market place, make all that we can of the 
exciting opportunities in our industry.  

Despite a toughening market here in Europe, there’s 
certainly no shortage of positive signs for opportunity 
throughout our sector. In this issue of FreeFlow we feature two 
customer profiles; UK-based Stirling Lloyd and Hitech 
Industries FZE in Dubai. Both of these companies work with 
our MMA to create specialist coatings systems for their 
customers. Both pride absolute consistency, reliability and 
quality of customer service and product performance highly. 
Both are enjoying impressive growth and success based on 
their unique business strategies that are being delivered with 
passion and belief in what they do. And looking to the 
developing economies of the East is certainly contributing to a 
common critical success factor!  

At LI we are also keen to look East. As we finalise FreeFlow 
4, our brand new Alpha-based technology plant in Singapore 
is being commissioned and we expect to move to full-scale 
production shortly after. This has been a remarkable journey 
for our Company and we are very proud to report a completely 
clean safety record with 4.3 million incident free man-hours 
being achieved during the construction phase. We will bring 
you more news of Alpha 1 on our corporate website and in the 
next issue of FreeFlow.

Finally in this issue, we introduce more of our LI team in 
Europe so that you have a better understanding of who we are 
and how we can help, and we share with you our status report 
of how we are preparing for REACH. Our REACH Manager, 
Fiona Smith, is on hand and available to help with any queries 
you might have. As always, we are keen to ensure FreeFlow 
adds value. Please let me know if there are any specific issues 
you would like us to address in our next issue by emailing me 
direct on: peter.snodgrass@lucite.com  

welcome 
to the Fourth edition oF 
FreeFlow, our halF-yearly 
publication aimed at the 
methacrylate monomerS 
induStry in europe. 

Peter Snodgrass
Sales Director, Europe
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aS part oF lucite international’S (li) on-going 
commitment to itS cuStomerS in the mma 
merchant market we Share with you our 
current view oF the market. local knowledge 
combined with our global operationS that 
are backed by world-claSS SyStemS help to 
enSure the accuracy oF thiS inFormation, which 
we publiSh quarterly both on line at www.
luciteinternational.com/FreeFlowmarket and 
here in FreeFlow. malcolm kidd, li’S commercial 
director For monomerS in europe commentS:

taking a cloSer 
look at the mma and 
maa marketS

methacrylic acid (maa) 
SeeS Strong demand continue

Image: malcolm Kidd is lI’s commercial 
Director for monomers in the eAme region. 
To access his regular three monthly review 
of the mmA market, please visit: 
www.luciteinternational.com/freeflowmarket

SIgnIFICAnT CHAngE 
In THE LAST SIx MOnTHS
Much has changed in the MMA industry 
since the last issue of FreeFlow in April this 
year. Manufacturing costs have escalated 
rapidly, production capacity has been closed 
down - temporarily and permanently, and 
the demand picture in Europe has adjusted 
to a new level. All of this has given the 
methacrylates market in Europe (and 
globally) a very different feel from that of only 
a few months ago.

2008 DEMAnD OUTLOOK 
IS STILL POSITIvE
European economic activity has been 
affected by the slower US economy and 
the credit crunch, but is still proving to 
be quite resilient. It is now apparent that 
Europe underwent a period of de-stocking 
from the supply chain that took place from 
mid Q1 to mid Q2. That has now largely 
been completed and the underlying demand 
picture is much clearer. While it is true to 
say that European MMA demand will not 
grow at the same rate in 2008 as it did in 
2007, demand remains healthy and, for the 
moment, stable (see chart opposite).

global MMA demand is still driven by the 
Asian region. Demand for pMMA for LCDs, 
MS (methyl styrene) and tABS (transparent 
ABS) continues to be very strong. Changes to 
coatings formulations due to new vOC 
legislation is also contributing a significant 
and sustained level of demand growth 

worldwide. In Europe, all sectors have been 
impacted to some extent by the downturn  
in the construction industry (primarily 
housing new builds), but many methacrylate-
consuming companies are continuing to 
invest and are bringing new efficient capacity 
to the market in 2008 and 2009, which will 
allow those players to remain competitive in 
today’s global market. 

PRODUCTIOn SIDE HAS A MIxED REPORT
MMA production in Europe has operated well 
in the first half of 2008, but there have been 
some significant events more recently that 
have reduced the overall amount of MMA 
in circulation in Europe. The two Russian 
producers ceased operation in Q2 and some 
Asian producers have reduced operating 
rates due to soaring prices and availability 
of feedstocks. This has had a noticeable 
tightening effect on the MMA supply/demand 
balance in Europe. In addition, the differing 
regional movements in raw material prices 
and MMA prices around the world and the 
US Dollar strengthening against the Euro 
means that there is significantly less incentive 
for US and Asian producers to export into the 
European region.

In the second half of 2008, there will be 
a heavy overhaul programme in Asia and a 
number of major planned overhauls taking 
place in Europe, including a four week outage 
at Lucite International’s (LI) Cassel works site 
in the UK in Q4. These events will further 
reduce available MMA during this period.  

nEW BUILD PROjECTS PROCEEDIng
Delays continue to be reported on some new 
build MMA projects, as the difficult EPC 
market and soaring construction costs make 
project completion increasingly challenging. 
However, at the time of writing this article, 
pre-commissioning of LI’s Alpha plant in 
Singapore has been completed and first 
chemicals have been added.

FEEDSTOCK AnD EnERgy COSTS 
ARE A MAjOR COnCERn
For the whole of 2008, but particularly 
through Q2, increases in the costs of raw 
material and energy have been relentless and 
in many cases have reached unprecedented 
levels. Many have not yet peaked and there 
remains significant volatility and uncertainty 
in the markets. The net result has been a 
serious compression in margins for MMA. 
This is the picture facing MMA producers 
worldwide, irrespective of technology base.

Through the first half of 2008, MMA prices 
were increasing in Asia and the US whilst 
in Europe they were falling. That trend has 
been reversed in Europe in Q3 but the MMA 
industry must still strive to return acceptable 
margins so that in the short term the required 
volume can be produced and, in the longer 
term, that investments will be made in the 
new capacity required to satisfy the world’s 
continuing healthy growth in MMA demand.

Demand for MAA in Europe continues to be 
robust. Despite a slump in housing starts in 
some parts of Europe, the ongoing activity 
in new commercial build and infrastructure 
projects is sustaining a very healthy demand 
for MAA through the use of concrete 
additives. Demand for MAA via this route is 
also very strong in Asia and the Middle East 
where construction continues unabated. 

Although figures show the automotive 
sector to be down in the more traditional 
geographic areas, demand for automotive 
coatings in developing countries has 
increased and hence the level of MAA 

demand into this segment has been 
sustained. The demand for MAA for latexes 
and speciality resins for coatings for industrial 
applications has also been very strong, due 
in no small way to the level of investment in 
chemical and process plants. 

All in all 2008 looks to be a good year 
for MAA demand, and this is forecast to 
continue. However, MAA faces the same 
challenges as MMA with regard to feedstock 
costs and depressed margins, and improving 
this position will continue to be the number 
one focus for the business.

the mma market

Key application areas:
1 35%  Acrylic sheet for glazing, fabrication,  
  signs, lighting and sanitary ware
2 19%  Moulding/extrusion compounds
  automotive, medical and optical 
3 20%  Surface coatings, acrylic latexex,  
  lacquers and enamels
4 7%  Emulsion polymers, adhesives 
  and polishes
5 12%  Impact modifiers and processing  
  aids for rigid PVC window and other  
  profiles
6 5%  Mineral filled sheet, Corian 
  (DuPont trade mark)
7 2%  Other polyesters and 
  transesterification

DOWNSTREAM MMA USE 
IN A MATURE MARKET

1

2

3

4

5

6 7
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case study: Stirling lloyd polychem

linking continentS, enhancing the SaFety oF our roadS and helping london prepare 
For the olympicS are juSt a Few exampleS oF the challenging aSpectS oF the work 
that goeS on at lucite international’S (li) valued cuStomer, Stirling lloyd polychem 
(Sl). theirS iS a buSineSS that toucheS Some oF the world’S moSt iconic StructureS; 
providing Strength and protection, enabling them to work harder For longer 
and providing that crucial ingredient For long-term perFormance that iS So oFten 
taken For granted. we diScover more.  

HIgH PERFORMAnCE

FF: Describe your business and how you  
use mmA? 
SL was established in 1970 and is now a 
leading manufacturer of high performance 
specialist coatings, waterproofing membranes 
and protective systems for the global 
construction, civil engineering and highway 
industries. The Company is experienced in 
the use of modern resin technology and has 
made a number of major advances in the use 
of MMA. Several market-leading systems, 
based on monomers and polymers from 
LI, have been developed for areas such as 
structural waterproofing and tanking, bridge 
deck waterproofing, car park refurbishment 
and decorative surfacing.

FF: can you tell us about some of the most 
interesting uses of your products? 
With a worldwide reputation for quality 
products, SL has been involved in many 
global projects. These include work on 
some of its’ most iconic structures; linking 
continents with the Bosporus Bridge in 
the humidity of Istanbul, waterproofing 
the Oresund Crossing in the depths of a 
Scandinavian winter and protecting national 
symbols such as Hong Kong’s Tsing Ma 
Bridge and the sacred water facilities in 
Makkah. We were also first to successfully 
waterproof an immersed tube tunnel 
externally, and are currently involved on the 
Charles Bridge in Prague, which dates back 
to 1357. 

FF: what makes Sl stand out from           
its competitors? 
SL prides itself on providing cost effective, 
long-term solutions to its customers’ 

problems, which we achieve through first 
class products and customer service. We 
are determined not to get involved in quick 
fix, short-term remedies and have built an 
enviable reputation and a high level of repeat 
business based on quality products and 
professional technical advice. This has led to 
mutually beneficial, long-term relationships 
with both specifying engineers and main 
contractors, which we will continue to build 
and enhance as we move into new markets 
and introduce new products.

FF: what are your key challenges and what 
do you need from lI as a key supplier? 
Following on from the success of our 
market-leading Eliminator® bridge deck 
waterproofing system, we have successfully 
developed a diversified product portfolio for 
a wide range of markets. Our challenge is 
now to sustain this growth despite a slowing 
domestic market and new competition from 
the world’s emerging economies. However, 
we see this as an opportunity as the growth 
in China and other expanding economies 
offers us great potential for increased sales. 
We must have the right products at the right 
price to meet demand. Having a key supplier 
who can offer a range of monomers, in 
increasing volumes, competitively priced is 
a pre-requisite for us to achieve our growth 
ambitions.

FF: You have a long working        
relationship with lI, what do they bring      
to your business? 
Our passion for quality can only be met 
with the help of the right suppliers. By 
understanding our needs and having the 

same positive attitude to quality and 
customer service, LI has become our supplier 
of choice. We rely on product consistency, 
security of supply and rapid turn around and 
LI have proved themselves in these areas 
over the years. We have also benefited from 
LI’s technical and commercial advice and 
from them acting as a sounding board for 
our ideas. Providing what we want, when we 
want it, combined with fair and professional 
contract negotiations, indicates that this is a 
relationship that is set to develop further. 

FF: what are your thoughts about            
the future? 
We believe there are still considerable growth 
opportunities. Our plan is to increase the 
market penetration of our existing products 
into both current and new markets, which 
we will supplement by the introduction of 
high quality products for specialist markets. 
Currently, we are working on a series of new 
products and their market potential genuinely 
excites us. 

FF: Any other exciting news, products, 
activities on the horizon?
We have recently launched a range of 
highway maintenance products - under the 
Safetrack® brand, that not only offer first 
time, permanent re-instatement but also far 
superior service life and enhanced safety for 
both applicator and road user. Representing 
significant performance improvement while 
helping to reduce congestion and offering 
cost effective repairs, we expect this range 
to really shake up the highway maintenance 
market in the next few months.

[1]

Image: [1] Stirling lloyd’s specialist coatings, protective 
systems and waterproofing membranes are used to add 
safety, strength and performance characteristics to a 
variety of construction and civil engineering projects, such 
as bridges and highway road networks across the globe. 
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nAME:

jenniFer long  
jOB:
diStribution adminiStrator 
jOInED:

1984
TyPICAL DAy:
“Each day is varied and challenging as my 
role interfaces with many different people. 
I am the prime contact for our hauliers, who 
deliver Cassel manufactured products to our 
customers all over the world. It is absolutely 
vital that I work closely with them and 
our Sales Order Processors to ensure we 
act swiftly to meet our customers’ precise 
delivery requirements.” 

nAME:

helen daniel 
jOB:
SaleS adminiStrator 
jOInED:

1986
TyPICAL DAy:
“I work with the Sales Professionals, Sales 
Director and internal supply chain to provide 
administrative support across the entire 
function and have to say that each day is 
very different. From compiling business 
figures to submitting forecasts and sales data 
reports, the breadth of work together with 
a keen focus on accuracy means that it’s a 
challenging role.” 

nAME:

david downie  
jOB:
chemicalS & polymerS 
SaleS manager - uk, ireland 
and nordic 
jOInED:

2002
TyPICAL DAy:
“The simple answer is, I don’t have one! 
Every day is completely different. However, 
the best part of my job is spent working 
directly with our customers. When I am in 
the office, most of my time is spent preparing 
for, and following-up on customer meetings. 
My customers are at the heart of everything 
I do.”  

nAME:

valerie primaux  
jOB:                
SaleS manager – France, 
iberia and north aFrica  
jOInED:

1999 
TyPICAL DAy:
“Travelling, speaking another language 
and dealing with people from a different 
culture means that my job never feels routine. 
I enjoy meeting customers to talk about the 
day-to-day business and sharing thoughts 
on market dynamics. And I always prefer 
quarterly reviews and price negotiations to be 
done face-to-face.”

Territory:
The north and South European team covers: 
UK, Ireland, Denmark, Sweden, Finland, 
norway, France, Spain, Portugal, Tunisia, 
Algeria and Morocco. This territory has a 
combined population of around 285 million 
people.

Products/industries:
MMA and SpMAs are sold for the 
manufacture of acrylic sheet, coatings, 
industrial resins, fertilisers and many more 
products that require the performance 
characteristics of acrylic. Resins are used 
mainly for profile extrusions, paints, inks, 
castings, embedments and adhesives. More 
specialist applications include bone cement, 
teeth and denture materials.  

Growth:
LI’s long and established presence means 
it has been able to help new industries 
to establish and grow in this part of the 
world over a number of years. The trend for 
businesses to relocate to Spain and other 
parts of Southern Europe as a lower
cost production base has led to significant 
growth and LI has introduced innovative 
new supply chain solutions to support the 
competitive environment.

Strength:
A long-term presence in the market place 
and having well established distributor 
relationships with Univar in France and UK, 
plus Quimidroga in Spain and Portugal means 
that LI can offer reliable and secure supply 
to its customers. And our multicultural sales 
team, which focuses on providing exceptional 
customer service is increasingly the supplier 
of choice in these territories. The new 
company start-ups in Spain and Southern 
Europe represent a significant factor behind 
the growing Methacrylate demand in Europe. 

team europe
team europe



take a look at dubai baSed hitech induStrieS FZe’S new webSite and it’S 
immediately clear that thiS iS a company with a big viSion and the drive and 
ambition to Succeed. heading the web page on corporate Strategy are the wordS; 
‘SucceSS FollowS thoSe who dare to dream, viSualiZe, plan and act to achieve their 
goalS’ and, looking at the company’S impreSSive liSt oF multinational cuStomerS, 
itS global reputation For quality productS and Service, and track record oF 
conSiStent growth, the bold Statement ringS true. in thiS iSSue oF FreeFlow, we 
talk to hitech’S preSident, piyuSh Semwal about hiS organiSation, the link with 
lucite international (li) and the company’S planS For the Future. 

eaStern promiSe
hitech induStrieS
in dubai

FF: DESCRIBE yOUR BUSInESS AnD 
TELL US HOW yOU USE MMA? 
Hitech is part of a multinational group and 
one of the key players in the resin industry 
in the Middle East. Based in jebel Ali since 
1991, it has formed strong partnerships 
with the Paints, Adhesives and Fiberglass 
Reinforced Plastics (FRP) industries, 
providing them with resin products to meet 
their precise needs. 

Our products can be broadly classified 
into three areas. First, solvent based 
systems for the coatings industry, which 
cover both generic and specialty products. 
Second are water-based emulsions where 
we have a close relationship with a key 
producer of polymeric emulsions in Europe. 
Thirdly, composites resins where we have 
a license agreement to produce pipe resins. 
Partnerships with both of these companies 
have been in place for over two years now 
and are growing very positively.

We pride ourselves in our comprehensive 
product portfolio, which is continually 
evolving to meet the changing needs of a very 
dynamic marketplace. And we’re very pleased 
to have developed strong relationships with 
our supply partners who help us to deliver on 
our commitment to customers. We use MMA 
for our specialty alkyd systems. It goes into 
our solvent acrylics and is also being used 
in water-based emulsions for manufacturing 
pure acrylics here in jebel Ali.

FF: PARTnERSHIPS ARE OBvIOUSLy 
vERy IMPORTAnT TO HITECH - CAn yOU 
TELL US MORE? 
At Hitech, we firmly believe that the 
best ideas and greatest success stories 
are achieved through collaboration with 
experienced partners. Our aim is to continue 
to grow and prosper by entering new 

territories and markets and by introducing 
new technologies either directly or through 
strong supply chain partners. We work with 
LI through a local chemical trading agent 
called Linkers, so there’s an example of a 
strong partnership that ensures we get great 
quality product when we need it at the right 
price. We’re also excited about our work with 
our European partner, where we’ve created 
some new pure acrylic products which we are 
about to launch into the marketplace.

FF: HOW DOES HITECH 
DIFFEREnTIATE ITSELF AnD STAnD OUT 
FROM ITS COMPETITORS?
As we said earlier, our strategy is based on 
maintaining and developing a comprehensive 
product portfolio aimed at meeting the 
generic and speciality requirements of the 
Coatings and FRP industries, which covers a 
wide range of applications. This means that 
we are continually evolving solutions for our 
current and future potential customers across 
a number of market sectors. So, breadth and 
diversity is key to our point of differentiation 
in a region that tends to focus on single 
industries and therefore single product 
sectors.

FF: THERE’S A gEnERAL vIEW THAT THE 
MARKET IS TOUgH AT THE MOMEnT, WHAT 
ARE yOUR MAIn CHALLEngES AnD WHAT 
DO yOU nEED FROM LI AS A KEy SUPPLIER? 
The biggest challenge so far as we’re 
concerned in the Middle East has been the 
wide fluctuation in the price and availability 
of raw materials. What we look for in any 
supplier is consistency in terms of product 
quality, availability and, most importantly, 
pricing. And that is precisely what we expect 
and receive from LI.

FF: HOW LOng HAvE yOU BEEn 
WORKIng WITH LI AnD WHAT DO THEy 
BRIng TO yOUR BUSInESS? 
We’ve been associated for about seven years 
now and, in addition to the consistency of 
quality, reliability of supply and price we’ve 
just talked about, what LI brings to the table 
is a true commitment to partnership. They 
treat us with respect, help us to identify 
accurate trends and industry intelligence, 
which is very important in such a volatile 
market, and they are there for advice if we 
call upon them.

FF: WHAT ARE yOUR THOUgHTS 
ABOUT HITECH’S FUTURE AnD IS THERE 
Any ExCITIng nEWS On THE HORIZOn?
Hitech has grown organically over the last 
16 years and now has a position of real 
strength in our industry. We are now setting 
our sights on a second operation in the 
United Arab Emirates at Ras Al Khaimah, 
which will be commissioned by mid 2009. 
This new operation will add significant new 
capacity in the first phase of the project. In 
addition, we are looking closely at other areas 
within the gulf Cooperation Council, such as 
Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Qatar to locate a 
third plant. These exciting projects are all part 
of our action plan to fulfil the huge potential 
that we believe Hitech has out here in the 
Middle East.

For further information about the Hitech 
Industries FZE and its products and services, 
please visit: www.hitechresins.com. Our 
thanks go to Mr Piyush Semwal at Hitech for 
his help in putting this article together and to 
LI’s Sales Manager in the region, john Beck. 

hitech industries
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All information or advice provided in this Magazine is intended to be 
general in nature and you should not rely on it in connection with 
the making of any decisions. Lucite International Limited and the 
companies within the Lucite International group of companies try to 
ensure that all information provided in this Magazine is correct at 
the time of inclusion but does not guarantee the accuracy of such 
information. Lucite International Limited and the companies within the 
Lucite International Limited group of companies are not liable for any 
action you may take as a result of relying on the information or advice 
within the Magazine nor for any loss or damage suffered by you arising 
therefrom.

we value your opinion

We would very much like to know what you think of FREEFLOW. 
If you have a particular area of interest or would like to see a 
particular issue covered next time, please do let us know by 
emailing comments to: peter.snodgrass@lucite.com

FREEFLOW/08-v4

reach
REACH milestones are rapidly approaching and the mid-way point through the pre-registration window provides a timely opportunity for us 
to take stock of our position. Lucite International (LI) has adopted a phased approach to the pre-registration process in order to ensure each 
product range is suitably supported.

We have continued to develop further assessments of REACH on each of our product categories. These cover manufacture of monomers, 
polymers and acrylic sheet both inside and outside of the EU and aim to provide some background of the legislative requirements and 
preparations necessary for each case. These assessments, along with our previous REACH booklets and current information on REACH 
preparations at LI are available on our REACH blog at: www.reach-and-you.info

pre-regiStration

lucite international’S progreSS through

1. METHACRyLATE MOnOMERS

We have pre-registered all monomers to support both EU manufacture 
and import from our non-EU production sites. Anticipated 
registration deadlines have been selected to cover monomers in 
polymers imported directly or in polymers manufactured by non-EU 
Downstream Users of LI.  

2. EU MAnUFACTURED POLyMERS AnD RESInS

We are continuing to work with our suppliers of materials other than 
our manufactured monomers to ensure both continuity of supply and 
to negate any impact of REACH on the product portfolio. 

3. IMPORTED POLyMERS AnD RESInS

grade compositions have been assessed to determine registration 
requirements for monomers and chemically bound substances 
and identify additive substances above the volume threshold. 
Pre-registrations will cover volumes imported by LI as well as those 
declared by Downstream Users.

4. ACRyLIC SHEET

Sheet is an article under REACH and as such is exempt from 
registration. As with other products, we are working with suppliers to 
ensure that raw materials will be fully supported to negate any impact 
on our product portfolio

nExT STEPS TO REgISTRATIOn

Pre-registration is only the first step on the road to REACH 
compliance. After 30 november 2008, focus will move to data 
sharing and compilation of chemical safety assessments and 
registration dossiers. In preparation we have been taking a lead role 
within our Methacrylate Industry trade group. This process includes 
the identification of use and exposure scenarios with key Downstream 
Users associations.
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reach

Fiona Smith, REACH Manager


